
 

As the world's largest surveillance state, China has been accused of compiling surprisingly comprehensive video surveillance of its citizens, who are watched and recorded by security cameras located within every building. This is bad news for privacy-conscious Chinese netizens. Chinese journalists and activists have found a workaround to this issue: using an iPhone's selfie camera to film the girl
from Beijing without using any sensor equipment. This can be achieved by making sure that your phone is placed on a surface with an uneven height to create an angel shot up her skirt before you take the picture ... in full view of security cameras in a public area in Beijing. This "perfect selfie," as the Chinese press called it, was filmed in a public area in Beijing, which has been captured by hundreds
of CCTV cameras. BeritaBola

In the following video, the girl from Beijing [a CCTV camera] is filmed by a man holding his iPhone behind her. The video starts when he takes a selfie with his iPhone’s front camera and ends when he does another one with its rear camera. The second shot is taken right after she was recorded on CCTV cameras of several buildings (around 2 minutes). Two versions are available of this video. To see
the second version, please click here. No "Selfie" is Unprotected The magazine "Caijing", April, 2017 : A man can film you in a public place without being detected by the security cameras.

This video was published on October 20, 2015 by CCTV News portal, it shows how to film a girl secretly with out being noticed.

This video was posted on December 13th, 2015 by an anonymous user of Sina Weibo. It shows how to take a selfie with your phone which you don't have if it's an iPhone 5s or an iPhone 5c or any version of iPhone that came out after then. This video is different from the previous video because the girl in this video does not know she is being filmed. 

This video was posted on December 13th, 2015 by an anonymous user of Sina Weibo. It shows how to take a selfie with your phone which you don't have if it's an iPhone 5s or an iPhone 5c or any version of iPhone that came out after then. This video is different from the previous video because the girl in this video does not know she is being filmed.

The girls are walking around, unaware they are being filmed by security cameras installed in surrounding buildings. This picture was taken on August 19th, 2015 by Charlie Chong.
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